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POLYGLYCOLS "REAGENT-GLYCOIL" 
Grade GLYCOIL-1 

 
Physical mixture of bottoms of ethylene glycol and glycol 
monoethers production with ethylene oxide and propylene 
oligomers. 
Application area:  for use as additives in a drilling fluids  to 
improve their operational properties. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Technical 
requirements: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
TU 2422-130-05766801-2003 

 
 

Property Grade specification Test 
Method "Glycoil-1" 

1. Appearance 
 

 
2. Water mass content , %, max 
3. Density at 20 оС, g/cm3, max 
4. Kinematic viscosity at 25 оС, mm2/s, 
within 
5. Freezing point, оС, max 

Dark color  
mobile liquid  

          0.5 
1.20 

 

 
25-80 

minus 30 

para. 4.2 of current ТU 
 

 
GOST 14870 Section 2 
GOST 18995.1, Section 1 

 

 
GOST 33 
GOST 20287 para. 2 

 
 

Supply form: Dark color liquid  
Packaging: Glycoil is filled in steel drums as per GOST 6247,   type 1, with capacity of   
                                          100 or 200 dm3; GOST 13950, type 1, with capacity of  100 or 200 dm3.               
                                            It is possible to pack glycoil in polyethylene canisters as per ОSТ 6-19-35-81;     
                                              steel cans as per GOST 5799. 

It is also filled in railway tank-cars and tank cars. Container should be clean, dry 
and sealed. Before packaging every container is checked for cleanness 
(absence of scum, rust, dust). It is possible to pack  glycoil in returnable 
container from the same product. In this case container after emptying  at 
customers should be  hermetically sealed and has clear manufacture’s marking. 
It is possible to pack in customer’s container upon availability of supporting 
document, confirming the suitability of container for packing. 

Transportation: Тransported as per ОSТ 6-05-460 by railway tank-cars and tank cars. 
Storage:                          Should be stored in dry warehouses in hermetically sealed container at temperatures 

from +10 оС up to  +30 оС  and protected from direct sunlight.  
 
Information contained in this document is provided to the best of our knowledge and is considered true as per revision date. This 
specification does not release the customer from obligation to check the product as to its suitability for intended area of usage. We do not 
accept any liability for loss and damage that may occur from the use of this information. 


